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Water tech pool blaster centennial

Advanced Cone Filtration System with XL Debris Chamber. Pool Blaster® Centennial™ Pool Cleaner is ideal for in-ground pools and above ground pools for cleaning small and large debris; Leaves, Dirt and Sand &amp; Silt. SKU No.: 22051EL This item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we will
deal with it. This Water Tech Pool Blaster Centennial Pool &amp; Spa Vacuum Cleaner is the most robust and effective tool for your pool and spa vacuum cleaner needs. The 10-inch vacuum head moves perfectly into the tough corners and crevices effortlessly reach. With a easy-to-hold handle that
makes handling easier, this Vac can fit on any telescopic pool pole. Height: 15.6 Length: 8.6 Width: 9.6 Weight: 6.6 lb Blain 1032907 | This Water Tech Pool Blaster Centennial Pool &amp; Spa Vacuum Cleaner is the most robust and effective tool for your pool and spa vacuum cleaner needs. The 10-inch
vacuum head moves perfectly into the tough corners and crevices effortlessly reach. With a easy-to-hold handle that makes handling easier, this Vac can fit on any telescopic pool pole. Height: 15.6 Length: 8.6 Width: 9.6 Weight: 6.6 lb Error in processing your request. Water Tech Pool Blaster Centennial
With Pole - Medium Duty Details Lithium powered, fully rechargeable in 4 hours with up to 45 minutes runtimePush button on/off switchReusable, extreme multilayer filter that removes leaves, sand and dirt10.5 vacuum head with additional columns add-onsection PVC pool pole, which measures 4' in
lengthMinimum operating depth is 14.25SKU #cent2012FeaturesScrubbing Brushes, Crevice Corner In-Ground, Spa/Hot TubCleansFloors, StepsPool SurfaceFloors, Hard Surfaces, Vinyl Surfaces, Walls &amp; FloorsCleaning CycleUp to 45 minutesGradeMedium DutyDimensions10.5 widePackage
ContentsOne Pool Blaster Centennial With Pole With Telescopic PoleWarranty1 yearBrandWater TechPoolCategoryS: Battery Operated VacuumsConditionNew The Pool Blaster Centennial is the most advanced, battery-powered pool It contains the best features of Water Tech's best-selling Pool Blaster
Vacs, which features Aqua Broom, Catfish and Max; Head and larynx size of the Max, Debris-Catching capacity up to 4X of the catfish, 2X of max. A total cleaning performance* of 400 was assigned (100x more than the Max, 200x more than the catfish and 300x more than the Aqua Broom). Brand
Information In 2001, Water Tech began the battery-powered revolution in pool cleaners with the release of Pool Blaster Max. What followed was a series of industrial transformation products that made our competitors scratch their heads as they watched this revolutionary idea become a for innovations in
the world of pool and spa cleaning. The development of the Pool Blaster Line Line Battery-powered cleaners were not an easy performance. A combination of perseverance, scientific minds, design talent and a tendency to think outside the box was poured into every water tech product. While other
manufacturers struggled for decades with the idea of an affordable, battery-powered pool cleaner, Water Tech and its founder Guy Erlich emerged as pioneers of this new battery-powered frontier. The Pool Blaster Max made a sensational debut at the beginning of the new millennium and became the first
truly pool cleaner of the 21st century. To date, Water Tech is the only company to have solved the battery-powered puzzle. Shipping ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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